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There has been no change of user or cost benefit analysis for converting this land from livestock to
crop farming. Mat International is claiming 30,000 hectares for sugarcane growing, besides another
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master plan agreed to by all stakeholders.
Now fast-track across the ocean to India, where government deals with industry for handing over rural,
arable, lands, is at crisis proportions currently. Mining, steel, petroleum, chemical industries and a
tax-free-industry classification known as ‘special economic zones’ have been literally usurping tribal
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and arable lands, especially in central and eastern areas.
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non-agricultural purposes, laws for industrial area development give priority for ‘public good’ uses.
The result has been explosive. Public protest from local communities being displaced and losing their
livelihoods has become politicised in states like West Bengal in the northeast, where the industry in
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Wide dissemination of information and civil agitation against unjust takeover of lands that buttonholes
political parties is one avenue for amending this situation. Land-right groups in Kenya could well
strategise what to do on this score.
The writer is a senior Indian development journalist and recipient of several journalism
awards.
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